
WHAT YOU’LL NEED
1. Loome

2. Wool or Cotton Yarn (for 
    weave or “weft”)*

3. Cotton Yarn (for base
    foundation or “warp”)

4. Darning Needle

5. Scissors (sharp)

STEP 1
1 Secure the end of the yarn
to the bottom LEFT notch of 
the bottom handle.

2 Move up the Loome and 
secure the yarn to the outer
notch of the LEFT arm.

3 Move down the Loome

4 Secure the yarn to the 
bottom left notch where you
started.

STEP 2
5 Repeat for the other side.
Secure the yarn to the
RIGHT notch of the bottom
handle.

6 Move up the Loome.

7 Move down the Loome.

8 Secure tail end of yarn to
bottom RIGHT notch and 
wrap excess string at the 
bottom handle.

STEP 3
Back side of the Loome 
should look as pictured.

NOTE: For setting other
Loome tool models, see
Step-by-Step How To Set 
Different Loome Models.

STEP 4
- Cut 5’ of weaving yarn.**

- Thread the yarn for the 
  weaving with a darning 
  needle.

NOTE: Beginners may
tie a tight double knot with 
the tail to the first string of
the foundation.

STEP 6
- You will see the 4 string 
  weave pattern form after
  several weaving repetitions.

STEP 9
- Remove the weave by
  unsecuring the cord from 
  the bottom of the handle 
  and gently pull it off the top 
  arm. Cut excess ends.

PRO TIP: You can dab glue 
on the tip of each knot to 
make sure they don’t come 
undone with wear.

STEP 7
- Use the darning needle or
  your fingers to push the 
  weave down to stack them 
  tightly together to form a 
  clear tight weave pattern.

- Continue weaving until you 
  cover the length of the cord
  you wish.

- Once you’ve weaved to the
  top, cut the yarn leaving a 
  6” tail.

STEP 8
- Close each end of the
  yarn by tying tight double 
  knots to one of the base
  foundation string/yarn/cord.

 

STEP 5
- With a darning needle,
  send the yarn UNDER the
  outermost RIGHT base
  foundation string then 
  OVER the inner RIGHT 
  base foundation string then
  UNDER then OVER.

- Circle back with alternating
  UNDER, OVER, UNDER
  then OVER. 

- Repeat over and over. 

LEARN: MINI WEAVING

COMPLETED
Mini weavings are cool!
A little more creative and 
we’d love to see what you
make - share with us with
#myloome.

For weaving inspirations, 
go to 
pinterest.com/theloome 
(necklaces, awards, art, 
mobile and more).
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* For beginners, we recommend medium wool or cotton yarn because it will weave quickly and nicely. Please see our material chart at theloome.com/materials for other recommendations.
** The length you need will vary based on the thickness of yarn used. For medium yarn, 5’ is perfect. For thicker and thinner yarn, you may adjust slightly - less for thicker and more for thinner.  
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KEEP ON LOOME-ING!
- VIDEO: theloome.com/videos.

- INSPIRATIONS: pinterest.com/theloome.

- MATERIALS TO USE: theloome.com/materials.

- SHARE: #myloome and instagram.com/theloome.
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